Abnormal origin of the vertebral artery from the common carotid artery.
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Summary: An abnormal origin of the vertebral artery from the common carotid artery (VA-CC) may occur on the right or left side with different embryonic mechanisms. We describe a patient with a double developmental anomaly, a right VA-CC and a right aortic arch. The rotation of the aortic arch caused a “twist” of the embryonic mechanisms of VA-CC and misdirected the differential diagnosis of the embryonic mechanisms at first glance. We discuss the pivotal points in differentiating the embryonic mechanisms of VA-CC.

An abnormal origin of the vertebral artery from the common carotid artery (VA-CC) is rare (1–9). It occurs on the right or left side with different embryonic mechanisms (1, 2). When it occurs on the right side, it is invariably associated with an ipsilateral aberrant right subclavian artery (right ASA) (3–8). We report a case of a right VA-CC with a contralateral aberrant left subclavian artery (left ASA) and a right aortic arch. The angiographic findings are presented and the embryonic mechanism of the anomaly is discussed.

Case Report

A 50-year-old woman suffered sudden onset of left-sided weakness and numbness. A cranial CT scan revealed an infarct in the territory of the right middle cerebral artery. Her medical history included hypertension and cardiac arrhythmia under treatment.

A chest radiograph showed a right aortic arch. Sonographic examination of the neck vessels showed a possible right vertebral artery arising from the right common carotid artery. Aortograms and selective carotid studies showed a right aortic arch and a right vertebral artery arising from the right common carotid artery at the C6 level (Fig 1). Other findings included nonopacification of the left vertebral artery, a right subclavian artery originating from the aortic arch instead of from the innominate artery, and an origin of the left subclavian artery from the descending aorta distal to the origin of the right subclavian artery (ie, a left ASA) (Fig 1). Cerebral angiograms showed atherosclerotic changes at the intracranial vessels, possibly corresponding to the middle cerebral artery infarct.

Discussion

The earliest development of the vertebral artery is apparent when the embryo is at the 7-mm stage; it is usually complete by the 14- to 17-mm stage (10). At the 7-mm stage, seven cervical intersegmental arteries (CIAs), which originate from each of the paired dorsal aortae, appear (10). At the 10- to 12-mm stage, a longitudinal anastomosis develops between the CIAs (10). At the 14- to 17-mm stage, the horizontal parts of the first six CIAs disappear and the remaining seventh CIA becomes part of the subclavian artery. The longitudinal anastomosis persists as the vertebral artery (10). These developmental processes result in a normal origin of the vertebral artery from the subclavian artery. Failure of involution in one of the first six CIAs (ie, a persistent CIA) causes a variety of abnormal origins of the vertebral artery (1, 2). If the persistent CIA occurs in the upper (first or second) intersegmental arteries, the result is an abnormal origin of the vertebral artery from the internal or external carotid artery (1, 2, 11); if it occurs in the lower (third through sixth) CIAs, the result is an abnormal origin of the vertebral artery from the aortic arch or the common carotid artery (1, 2, 11).

Two different embryonic mechanisms for VA-CC have been described (1–9). The first (type I) includes a persistent lower CIA and an involution of the ipsilateral middle dorsal aorta between the persistent CIA and the seventh CIA (1, 2). The second (type II) also has a persistent lower CIA, but instead of an involution of the ipsilateral middle dorsal aorta, the persistent CIA migrates upward to the level of the common carotid artery (1, 2). In the type I anomaly, because of the persistent lower CIA, the vertebral artery comes in contact with the proximal dorsal aorta and fourth aortic arch, which in turn connects to the common carotid artery; and because of the involution of the ipsilateral middle dorsal aorta, the remaining ipsilateral seventh CIA connects to the contralateral dorsal aorta, which results in an ipsilateral ASA. The reported cases of right VA-CC belong to the type I anomaly, because they are all associated with an ipsilateral ASA (3–8). Why the type I anomaly does not occur on the left side can be explained as follows: in
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the development of a normal (ie, a left) aortic arch, there is involution of the right middle dorsal aorta and the usual involution of the right side, both sides of the dorsal aortae are interrupted. This condition is incompatible with life. In the type II anomaly, because of the upward migration of the persistent CIA, the vertebral artery, which at first connects to the proximal dorsal aorta, is now in contact with the common carotid artery; and because of failure of involution of the ipsilateral middle dorsal aorta, no ipsilateral ASA is formed. The reported cases of left VA-CC (3, 9) belong to the type II anomaly, because no ipsilateral ASA was noted. However, we still do not know why it occurs only on the left side.

Our patient had double developmental anomalies, a right VA-CC and a right aortic arch. The embryonic mechanism of the right VA-CC belonged to the type II anomaly, because no ipsilateral (ie, a right) ASA was noted (Fig 2). The contralateral left ASA was unrelated to the type I or II anomaly, but it was related to the right aortic arch. With a right aortic arch, there is a segmental involution of the left dorsal aorta. If this segmental involution occurs proximal to the left seventh CIA, a left ASA will develop (Fig 2). Therefore, our case, although it looked like a type I anomaly at first glance, was actually a type II anomaly with a “twist” (ie, it occurred at the right side) because of a rotation of the aortic arch.

Conclusion

From our case we learn that VA-CC anomalies can still be differentiated by the existence of an ipsilateral ASA and explained on the basis of the simple type I and type II schemata used in the past. However, we should be aware of the possibility of a superimposed anomaly of the involuted dorsal aorta in type II anatomy, which could result in a contralateral ASA.
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